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To achieve net-zero targets regarding GHG emissions by 2050, the identification of sustainable energy

vectors is critical. In this context, photoreforming presents a potential candidate for recycling and

transforming widely available biomass-derived wastes into clean hydrogen fuel, such as crude glycerol

from biodiesel and a potential future H2 production opportunity from bioethanol. Many years of work

has proved that TiO2 is an excellent material for photoreforming of organics due to its stability,

availability, and environmentally friendly characteristics as compared to other semiconductors. However,

photoreforming faces several obstacles, including the comparatively low hydrogen generation under

Sun-equivalent light sources and the need of expensive noble metals. Efforts have been made in several

directions, such as extending light absorption by TiO2 to the visible range, reducing the recombination

rate of charge carriers, and preventing back reactions. To overcome these challenges, many methods

have been proposed, such as controlling the phase and morphology of TiO2 nanoparticles, decoration

with various metal co-catalysts, doping with metal and non-metal ions, plasmonic enhancement, and

preparation of composite systems. Although each approach has its own merits, metal loading has

proven to be the most effective among them all. This review provides a deep insight into the underlying

role of metal towards the enhancement of TiO2 catalytic activity, focusing on the findings of recent

published work. We discuss in detail the effect of various metals on TiO2 electronic structure,

preparation methods, role in light absorption (surface Plasmon resonance) and chemical changes during

various photoreforming steps. Following this we extend our discussion to dye sensitized systems and

catalyst testing benchmarking. At the end of the review, we provide possible future research directions

to enhance the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 based photocatalysts for photoreforming.

Introduction

There is a range of reviews available on TiO2 photocatalysis as a
whole1 photocatalytic system or with a focus on its individual
aspects such as mechanism and materials,2 modifications,3

applications,4 and synthesis5 among others. However there is
lack of literature available which is solely focused on the role of
metal in photoreforming of organics. In this review we have

focussed our discussion on unique aspects related to the role of
metal thus providing thorough understanding. Photoreforming
is a process that involves harnessing the redox ability of photo-
catalysts upon illumination, to simultaneously drive the reduction
of H+ into hydrogen gas and oxidation of organic compounds.6

In general the process can be represented using eqn (1).

CxHyOz + (2x � z)H2O - (2x + y/2 � z)H2 + xCO2 (1)

When TiO2 is irradiated with light of suitable wavelength, the
valence electrons are promoted to conduction band (CB) and
because of dissimilar parity, the transition probability of e� to
the valence band (VB) decreases leading to reduction in the
probability of e�/h+ recombination.7,8 This state of semicon-
ductor is called excited state. After excitation electrons and
holes separate and migrate to the surface of semiconductor
particle. At the surface of semiconductor electrons reduces the
proton to hydrogen and holes oxidizes the water to oxygen.9

A schematic diagram of this process is shown in Fig. 1.
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The transfer of charge to reactant can only occur when the
charge carrier (electron) is higher in energy (or more negative in
terms of electrochemical potential) than the electron acceptor,
and the charge carrier (hole) is low in energy (more positive in
terms of electrochemical potential) than the electron donor,
thus allowing electron and holes flow.10 Photoreforming can

become a cheap and versatile process for hydrogen production
under mild conditions from biomass. Oxygenates such as
ethanol are an interesting source of hydrogen (eqn (2)), as they
can be considered both as a model substrate11 and as an
industrial feedstock from waste or energy crops (cellulosic
ethanol).

C2H5OH + 3H2O - 2CO2 + 6H2 DG1 = +137 kJ mol�1 (2)

As for the photoreforming reaction of ethanol, two perspectives
can be considered. On the one hand, the photoreforming
reaction allows the direct storage of solar energy in molecular
hydrogen bonds. Since solar energy is abundant and free,
this process is more sustainable than the state of the art in
thermocatalytic ethanol steam reforming, which uses heat as
an energy source, usually by burning a fuel. On the other hand,
ethanol could be a hydrogen storage medium that can be
converted to hydrogen using on-board reforming technology

Fig. 1 Mechanism of hydrogen production by oxygenate photo-
reforming.
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in transportation vehicles. In this case, a more concentrated
light source would be required (e.g., a lamp or a LED device).
Given the low performance of fuel cells to date, the latter
may be considered a long-term prospect. While an efficient
process is of course a prerequisite for industrial scale applica-
tions, i.e. a high hydrogen yield at the lowest possible cost,
a sustainable process is an important goal for future society
in order to reduce the impact of human activities on the
environment. In particular, a holistic view must be taken into
account.

From thermodynamic point of view, any semiconductor–
organic molecule couple that satisfies requirements shown in
Fig. 1 can be used for photoreforming. However, under realistic
conditions other considerations including surface area, absorp-
tion coefficient, chemical stability, photo-corrosion, overpoten-
tial, electron–hole pair recombination rate and their mobility
also become important.12 The reaction rate depends on how
efficiently electrons and holes move to the surface of catalyst
and subsequently transferred to the reactants at surface before
they recombine.13–15 Thus, suitable surface and bulk proper-
ties are required for effective photocatalysis.16 Among many
available photocatalysts TiO2, due to its inherent superior
properties, promises to be the ideal candidate to compromise
among these requirements. It is a large band gap semiconductor,
with band gaps of 3.2, 3.02, and 2.96 eV for the anatase, rutile
and brookite phases, respectively.17–21 Anatase and rutile have
strong absorptions around 380 and 410 nm respectively, which
can be calculated by formula l = 1239.8/Ebg.22 Regardless of
all its merits, TiO2 still struggles with its lower activity, which is
mainly due to the rapid recombination of electrons and holes.
One way to solve this problem is to modify TiO2 with metals.
A five-decade research effort finally led to the realisation that
an order of magnitude enhancement in the activity of TiO2 is
required for any commercial application.23 In the following

discussion, we will discuss the role of metals in reducing
the electron–hole recombination and thus increasing the
reaction rates.

Modifications of TiO2 photocatalyst has often been used to
increase its photocatalytic activity by decreasing the recombi-
nation rate and extending the photoresponse into visible
region. Loading of noble metal on TiO2 is more advantageous
compared to other sensitization techniques such as dye
molecules sensitization,24 since noble metal deposits are rela-
tively stable even under photoirradiation in an oxidation
environment.25–31 In general, there is an optimum loading
concentration (less than 4 wt%), above which the observed
photocatalytic activity decreases.32,33 Larger amount of metal
leads to a drastic decrease on the photocatalytic activity which
may have contribution from metal shadowing effects to reduce
the light absorption by TiO2 and possibility that metal loading
above the optimum value may cause the metal deposits to
behave as recombination sites due to an excessive negative
charge which can attract positive holes.34,35 In general, metals
can increase the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 due to Schottky
barrier formation or Surface Plasmon mechanism.

Schottky barrier formation mechanism

The highly improved separation of photogenerated charge carriers
in TiO2 is achieved by the formation of rectifying Schottky barrier
at the interface due to energy difference between the conduction
band of semiconductor and work function of the metal.36–40 The
Schottky barrier only allows the one way transport of electrons
from bulk TiO2 to the noble metal e.g. Pt until their Fermi levels
(EFs) are aligned and a thermodynamic equilibrium is reached
(Fig. 2).14,41–46 When the catalyst is further exposed to light source,
the photogenerated electrons can cause a shift of the EF of TiO2 to
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form a new quasi-Fermi level E�F
� �

.47 At the same time, the
previously formed thermodynamic equilibrium state is destroyed,
and consequently the electrons continuously migrate from the
TiO2 to the metal. By transfer of electron from semiconductor to
metal the Fermi level of metal semiconductor composites shifts to
more negative potential depending on the size and nature of the
nanoparticles.48–51 Small size metal particles are more effective in
upward shifting of Fermi level.52 A Fermi level shift from 20 mV
for 5 nm to as large as 100 mV for 2 nm Au particles has been
experimentally observed.52–54

Such a shift in the Fermi level enhances the efficiency of
interfacial electron transfer to adsorbed species on the catalyst
surface and causes a large build up in the capacitance of the
Helmholtz layer and the diffuse double layer. The excess
electron density remains mainly on the metal islands because
the Helmholtz capacitance of the metal–solution interface is
much higher than the space charge capacity of the metal
semiconductor nanoparticles interface, even under accumula-
tion contact.55 Hence, one can expect the metal Fermi level to
shift close to the bottom of the semiconductor conduction
band.52,54 Thus, H+ ions reduction to H2 over the noble metal
surface is easier and more efficient than over bare TiO2.48,56,57

The work functions of the metals Pt, Pd, Au, Rh, Cu, and Ag are,
5.64, 5.12, 5.1, 4.98, 4.65, and 4.26 eV, respectively, and are
larger than that of TiO2 (4.2 eV). The enhanced performance of
Au, Pd and Pt towards photocatalytic H2 production during
photoreforming may relate to their high work functions and
thus Schottky barrier.58–60 These studies also elucidate the
indirect role of metals in improving the charge separation as
well as promoting the interfacial charge transfer kinetics in
semiconductor photocatalysis.193,195

The height of the Schottky barrier at the Au/TiO2 junction
decreased from 0.4 to 0.15 eV with the addition of more Au,
from 0.25–2 wt%, according to the XPS examination of the
valence band maxima. Because of this, compared to Au ensem-
bles in TiO2 + 0.25% Au composite, visible-light-generated ‘‘hot
electrons’’ in TiO2 + 2% Au composite must overcome a lower
energy barrier during injection into the TiO2 support. Because
they do not accumulate at the Schottky barrier, the ‘‘hot
electrons’’ in the TiO2 + 2% Au composite are less accessible
for recombination with the holes produced by visible light.61

It is found that the conduction band electron transfer from
TiO2 to Au cocatalysts under ultraviolet light irradiation and the
hot electron injection from plasmonic Au into the CB of TiO2

with the excitation of Au by visible light are both enhanced
by the formation of the Au/TiO2(101) interface, which lowers
the height of the Schottky barrier in comparison to the
Au/TiO2(001) interface.62 Based on first-principles calculations,
a thorough investigation of the effects of the interfacial struc-
ture and strain on the height of the Schottky barrier of the
Pt/TiO2(001) interface has been conducted. The results of the
interface adhesion energy demonstrate that two distinct inter-
facial structures, namely O–Pt bonding and Ti–Pt bonding,
may exist experimentally for the Pt/TiO2(001) heterointerface.
Additionally, the interfacial structures produce a range of
heights for the Schottky barrier as well as variations in how
the height of the Schottky barrier depends on strain. In-depth
analyses reveal that the substantial dependence of the TiO2

band edges and the interfacial potential alignments on the
structure and strain is the fundamental cause of these versatile
modulations of the barrier height with the structure and strain.
This suggests that these results are general and may be applic-
able to other metal/TiO2 heterostructures.63

Surface plasmon mechanism

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) can be described as the
collective excitation of valence electrons of metals oscillating
against the restoring force of positive nuclei when the fre-
quency of impinging photons matches the natural frequency
of these electrons.64 The resonant photon wavelength is differ-
ent for different metals.65,66 In case of metal–semiconductor–
system it depends on many other factors discussed later.67–69

There are few known metals which exhibit resonance in the
visible region; Cu, Au, Pd, Pt, and Ag. Among these metals Au
and Ag are strong plasmonic metals and are mostly studied,70,71

while Pd and Pt have very weak surface Plasmon effects. Cu
is also good SPR metal but it is not stable because of the
formation of surface oxides.72 Surface Plasmon effect is shown
by metals only in their zero oxidation state.73–75 SPR can
enhance the concentration of charge carriers in the metal–
semiconductor system and therefore the rates of photocatalytic
reactions on the surface may occur by three mechanisms.

Plasmonic noble metals nanostructures exhibit excellent mobi-
lity of charge carriers and have almost 105 times greater cross-
section area than typical dye-sensitizer molecules. Furthermore,
the ability to tune the resonance wavelength by changing the size
or shape of nanostructures allows for the possibility of exploita-
tion of entire solar spectrum.76 Both particle size and the embed-
ding medium’s refractive index have an impact on the wavelength
of plasmon resonance.4,6–10,77–80 In comparison to smaller
particles, the effective restoring force that the ions exert on the
electrons is reduced in large particles because the surfaces are
sufficiently separated from one another and the electrons require
less energy to move from their equilibrium locations. One-
dimensional nanostructures, in contrast to nanocubes, feature
two dipole plasmonic peaks, one of which is associated with
oscillating charges along the longitudinal axis and the other
with oscillating charges along the latitudinal axis.77 These

Fig. 2 Charge distribution between TiO2–metal nanoparticles leading to
equilibration with the C60/C60

� redox couple, before and after UV irradiation.
Reprinted with permission from American Chemical Society.52
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nanostructures’ increased aspect ratio leads to a red shift in the
dipolar longitudinal plasmonic peak as well as an increase in
peak intensity. As a result, additional plasmons will be excited
and their dipolar longitudinal plasmonic peaks’ intensities will
increase as well. For example, this phenomenon has been
demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically (using
the discrete dipole approximation) for silver nanobars,
respectively.77

SPR-mediated charge injection mechanism

SPR-mediated electron injection mechanism also called hot
electron injection mechanism from metal to semiconductor
(M - SC) occurs when plasmonic metal nanoparticles and
semiconductor are in direct contact with each other.25,81–87

This mechanism is analogous to dye sensitization. In oxide-
supported Au nanoparticles were used to demonstrate the
plasmon-induced dissociation of molecular hydrogen, a pheno-
menon that could only be explained by the production of
hot electrons inside the metal.88,89 The characteristics of hot
electrons in plasmonic nanostructures were then calculated
in a number of theoretical investigations.90–92 The majority of
experimental works on hot electron-driven photochemistry,
however, use metal nanostructures in contact with semi-
conducting material, which further adds to the complexity of
interpreting charge transfer and energetics.93 Using hybrid
metal–semiconductor nanostructures, Park and co-workers
demonstrated hot electron-driven CO oxidation and time-
resolved transmission spectroscopy demonstrating hot carrier
relaxation on pico-second time scales.94 Using a plasmonic
Au/pGaN photocathode, DuChene and co-workers demon-
strated hot hole-driven photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction.95

Most semiconductors of interest for photoreforming are
characterized by their conduction bands between �1.0 to
0.0 V and their valence bands between 2.0 to 3.5 V (electron
energy band gap between 2.0 and 3.5 eV) on the NHE scale. For
noble metal nanoparticles, the energetic electron formed in the
process of the SPR excitation are in the energy window between
1.0 and 4.0 eV with respect to the metal Fermi level (0 V on the
NHE scale). Owing to this alignment of the electronic states, in
general the plasmonic metal/semiconductor systems may allow
for the transfer of energetic electrons (hot electrons) from the
metal to the semiconductor only and can execute reduction
half-reactions on semiconductors, such as hydrogen evolution
reaction (Fig. 3). It is worth mentioning that energetic holes
retained on very small plasmonic–metal particles (particles of
Au of B2 nm diameter), have sufficient energy to drive not only
the photo-oxidation of most organic molecules, even much
higher energy demanding water oxidation reaction on the sur-
face of the metal.96 Rezvaneh reported that electron can only be
transferred to TiO2 conduction band if the Au particle size is
extremely small because the mean free path of electrons in
metal particles is in the order of 1–2 nm, and hence, photo-
excited electrons have a low probability to escape a larger sized
particle.97 It is obvious to note that importance of each mecha-
nism is governed by the geometric arrangements and optical

properties of semiconductor and metal in the composite
systems.71,98

Near field electromagnetic mechanism

Near field electromagnetic mechanism also called energy trans-
fer mechanism is observed when plasmonic metal are large
enough (larger than B50 nm in diameter) in size to generate
the effective local electric field and there is a non-conducting
conditions at metal/semiconductor interface preventing any
direct exchange of electrons (Fig. 4).71,100,101 Electric field
induced by photo-excited metal plasmonic nanostructures are
few orders of magnitude higher than the field of photons used
to photo-excite the nanostructure. These fields are spatially
non-homogenous, with the highest intensity at the surface of
the nanostructure and decreasing exponentially with distance
from the surface within B20–30 nm and linearly further away.
As a result of this the rate of electron–hole formation near
semiconductor surface increases by a few orders of magnitude.
The selective formation of charge carriers in the region
of the semiconductor closest to the semiconductor/liquid
interface rather than in the bulk of the semiconductor offers
a few critical additional advantages; (i) they are readily sepa-
rated from each other under the influence of the surface
potential and (ii) they have a shorter distance to migrate to
reach the semiconductor/liquid interface where photocatalytic

Fig. 3 Mechanism of plasmon-induced charge transfer from metal to
semiconductor. I, II and III are the electronic transitions from metal to
proton. Adapted from ref. 99.

Fig. 4 (a) Optical simulations showing SPR-enhanced electric fields
owing to photo-excited Au particles, permeating into a neighboring TiO2

structure.102 (b) Proposed photocatalytic process for efficient hydrogen
generation on Au–TiO2 nanostructures, based on near field LSPR under
visible-light irradiation. Adapted from ref. 98.
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transformations happens. This effectively means that the prob-
ability of photoreaction is enhanced relative to the probability
of charge-carrier recombination.99

By combining strongly plasmonic metal nanoparticles (such
as Ag, Au) with strongly catalytic metal oxide semiconductors
(e.g., TiO2), redox electrochemical processes (including water
splitting) have been shown to be enhanced by plasmon
resonance.71,102–104 The original interpretation of these
enhancement processes was based on the local field enhance-
ment of sub-bandgap defect-mediated absorption in the TiO2

semiconducting material. These nanoscale metal/semicon-
ductor systems were subjected to large-scale electromagnetic
simulations using the finite difference time domain (FDTD)
approach, which offered a high level of rigor. Several experimental
studies, despite the great level of accuracy of these electro-
magnetic simulations, showed enhancement factors that were
significantly larger than predicted by theory. For instance, Liu
et al. reported a 66-fold increase in the photocurrent of an Au/TiO2

combination at a wavelength of 633 nm, or photon energy that is
roughly half the bandgap of this material, exceeding that which
can only be explained by simple local field enhancement.102

Photon scattering mechanism

The scattering of photons by plasmonic nanostructures increases
the average photon path length in plasmonic metal–semiconductor
composites causing an increased rate of electron–hole pair
formation (see Fig. 5).105,106 Composite systems where plasmo-
nic nanostructures are positioned to allow for numerous passes
of resonant photons through the semiconductor matrix
will exhibit very strong scattering effects.99 The near-field
electromagnetic and scattering mechanisms are important for
composite photocatalysts with an overlap between metal nano-
particle SPR and semiconductor absorbance bands.104 Ag/TiO2

composite systems are most suitable for this mechanism
because Ag shows SPR band almost in the region where doped
and bare TiO2 absorbs i.e. 400 to 500 nm.71,107

Photo-thermal effect

Photo-thermal effect has drawn some attention in hetero-
geneous catalysis where rate increase is observed in certain
cases. On the basis of theoretical and fundamental research,

postulated concepts were presented.108 In order to investigate
the impact of the plasmonic resonance response on the reac-
tion kinetics, we previously reported the photo-thermal reac-
tions of ethanol over Ag/TiO2 in both steady state and ultrahigh
vacuum conditions. We discovered that an increase in the
reaction rate in 300–500 K temperature region was mostly due
to changes in the activation energy whereas above this tem-
perature range, the rise was caused by the pre-exponential
component. The polarization of the reaction intermediates by
plasmonic Ag particles, which leads to an increase in the
reactivity, was suggested as a possible explanation for these
findings.109 A consistently greater hydrogen to acetaldehyde
ratio during photothermal reactions in the ethanol dehydro-
genation reaction, reaching the stoichiometric ratio of one, as
compared to thermal reactions, suggests that H2O generation
competes with H2 synthesis thermally. In both thermal and
photo-thermal reactions, the presence of Ag speeds up the rate
of H2 evolution. This is linked to its role in H–H association
reactions, in particular under light excitation which in turn
might be linked to its plasmonic resonance effect (Fig. 6).107

Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), as demon-
strated by Upadhye and colleagues, can boost the reverse water
gas shift reaction (RWGS) activity of Au/TiO2 and Au/CeO2

catalysts.110 The improvement was attributed to changes in
the catalyst surface’s intrinsic reaction kinetics, either through
a hot electron production mechanism or an adsorbate polariza-
tion mechanism brought on by the LSPR. Tan and colleagues
found that the catalytic performance of Au/TiO2 for ethanol
oxidation increased by 50% and 100%, respectively, under
visible light and UV irradiation in the photo-thermal regime
(above 175 1C).111 Under UV illumination, the rate increase was
attributed to both the photo- and thermal effects equally,
whereas under visible light illumination, only the plasmonic-
mediated electron charge transfer from the Au deposits to the
TiO2 substrate was thought to be responsible. The photo-
thermal catalytic oxidation of ethanol over TiO2 and a 1 wt%

Fig. 5 Photon scattering mechanism. Adapted from ref. 99.

Fig. 6 H2 (A) and acetaldehyde (B) production on similar amounts (31 mg)
of TiO2 and 3 wt% Ag/TiO2 catalyst under thermal and photo-thermal
conditions as a function of temperature at ethanol:N2 flow rate of
5.4 mL min�1. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.107
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Pt/TiO2 catalyst was studied by Kennedy and colleagues.
Increased levels of acetaldehyde created by photo-oxidation
over TiO2 and its subsequent interaction with Pt metal, which
results in CO2 synthesis by thermal reaction, appeared to be
the main reason of the photo-thermal enhancement of CO2

production (70 percent at 100 1C).112

The interaction of methanol, triethanolamine, formic acid,
and glucose on Pt/TiO2 was investigated by Song and colleagues.
They claimed that the redistribution of Pt metal d-electrons to
higher energy states was what caused the photo-enhancement in
H2 generation.113 Chanmanee and co-workers investigated the
alkane reverse combustion under photo-thermal conditions.114

They noticed that the generation of liquid hydrocarbons increased
as the temperature rose. On the basis of each electron stored,
an incident photon quantum yield (IPQY) of 0.02–0.05 percent
was attained. Hu and colleagues used black TiO2 to study how
temperature affected the visible light photocatalytic hydrogen
generation from water and methanol.115 Due to the presence
of Ti3+ states in TiO2 and an increase in the relative population
of adsorbed methanol molecules in vibrationally excited states,
the enhancement was attributed to the occurrence of visible light
photocatalysis. Huang and colleagues have also proposed an
improvement in the electron transfer probability and concurrent
vibrational relaxation.116

Alternative models for the role of metal

The exact role of the metal is still disputed. In a recent paper,
Zaera and coworkers presented a revolution in the role of
metal in photocatalysis by introducing an alternative to the
traditional approach, using the Au/TiO2 metal semiconductor
as a reference system.117 They presented a new model in
which protons from water are not reduced at the surface of
the metal, a site physically separated from that on the semi-
conductor where oxygen production occurs. Instead, their data
support a model in which the excited electrons promote the
reduction of protons on the surface of the semiconductor, not
the metal, and in which the reduced atomic hydrogen then
moves to the metal and recombines to produce molecular
hydrogen (Fig. 7).

In this study, it was found that without the ability to
facilitate the recombination of hydrogen atoms, the electron
trapping functionality alone cannot enhance the photocatalytic
activity of the TiO2 samples. Based on the widely accepted
model for the role of the metal in photocatalysis, the focus
was on finding cheaper electron scavengers. However, results
show that a good catalyst for the recombination of atomic
hydrogen is needed instead. For example, carbon black has
been shown to be unsuitable for photocatalytic promotion
despite its excellent conducting properties (the reason why it
is often used as an electrode). On the other hand, nickel oxide,
a material that cannot accept excited electrons from the con-
duction band of most photocatalysts, is nevertheless capable of
enhancing their photoactivity. In general, the author believes
that with a change of focus driven by this new proposed model,

it may be possible to identify better promoters for photocata-
lysis in the near future.

Bowker and co-workers proposed a very different mecha-
nism for the role of metal in the photocatalytic reforming of
methanol on Pd/TiO2 catalysts.118–120 The key part of this was
that the dehydrogenation of methanol on the Pd occurred even
in the absence of light, but the reaction stopped because the
metal surface was blocked with CO, which is strongly adsorbed
on Pd. The role of light was to create an active oxygen state
(probably O�) by absorbing light through band gap excitation
in the TiO2. This oxygen was then in turn able to react with the
poisoning CO to form CO2 and sustain the conversion of methanol.
The oxygen vacancy in the TiO2 lattice was filled by the reduction of
water to produce hydrogen (Fig. 8). It is likely that the mechanism

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the mechanisms (Upper) and electro-
nic transitions (Lower) proposed to explain the role of metals (Au) in the
photocatalytic splitting of water with semiconductors (TiO2). (A) In the
conventional model, the metal acts as an electron trap that physically
separates the excited electron used for proton reduction from the oxida-
tion step that occurs on the surface of the semiconductor. (B) Alternative
model proposes that H+ reduction occurs at semiconductor sites but that
the resulting hydrogen atoms need to migrate to the metal to recombine
and produce the final H2 product. Adapted from ref. 117.

Fig. 8 The proposed mechanism of anaerobic photocatalytic reforming
of methanol on Au/TiO2. Here we show the methoxy as the pivotal
intermediate in the reaction, though it could be the formate. Adapted
from ref. 121.
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in the case of Au/TiO2 is different from that of Pd/TiO2. CO is much
weaker bound to the Au surface due to the low energy of the
d orbitals in Au. Therefore, the blocking surface intermediate of
methanol is probably different from that of Pd. The species in
question could be methoxy or formate.

They showed from TPD, that format is the intermediate in
Au/TiO2, at least in an oxidising environment, leading to the
simultaneous desorption of CO2/hydrogen from the surface at
B200 1C, a property not present in TiO2 alone. Boccuzzi and
co-workers have identified both intermediates on Au/TiO2

catalysts by infrared measurements.122 Whether the methoxy
or the formate is the key intermediate, it has been suggested
that this intermediate is destabilised in the presence of light,
possibly by reaction with excited species on the support. It was
also found that methoxy intermediates also existed on the TiO2

support.122 However, these were more stable than those on the
gold, produced other products (methane, CO and water) and do
not appear to be affected by the presence of gold nanoparticles.
Thus, they are probably spectators in the course of photo-
catalysis, since TiO2 alone does not produce such products.

Pt/TiO2: a typical benchmark

Platinum (Pt) is the most frequently used metal to modify the
TiO2 photocatalyst surface because of its suitable work
function,123 the smallest over-potential for H2 evolution,15,124–127

higher intrinsic platinum activity in reductive processes,128 high
activity due to smaller size (but not too small), presence of
optimum electron trapping Ti3+ sites in Pt than Au loaded
TiO2,129 and facilitation in the discharge of electrons from
semiconductor nanoparticles into the electrolyte by forming an
ohmic contact which accelerates H2 production from water in
the presence of a sacrificial electron donor.125,130 Usually, the
optimum amount of Pt loading on TiO2 P25, a well-known
reference photocatalyst, is 0.5 wt%.131–133 It is Pt(111) face that
come in contact with anatase TiO2 (101) face to form the Pt–TiO2

interface. The perpendicular alignment between the (111) lattice
planes of Pt and (101) lattice planes TiO2 enhance charge
transfer due to better matches than the parallel alignment which
makes a distorted Pt–TiO2 interface (Fig. 9). An optimum Pt
particle size is required for optimum activity. For Pt nano-
particles of about 1 nm size no injection of electrons takes place
due to higher metal Fermi level whereas when the particles are
too large, the Fermi level of metal is low enough that in addition
to electrons, holes can also be injected from the VB of TiO2 into
the nearby energy state of the metal, hence facilitating charge
carrier recombination.134,135

It has been reported that the photocatalytic H2 evolution
activity of Pt/TiO2 samples is closely related with the valence
state of Pt cocatalyst.137 Metallic Pt nanoparticles may have
little contribution to H2 evolution because of too high adsorp-
tion energy.138,139 One of the major drawbacks of photo-
reforming on Pt/TiO2 is the favorable thermodynamics for
water oxidation back reaction at room temperature under
atmospheric pressure.140,141 Addition of different electrolytes

including NaOH, Na2CO3 and NaI in the reaction mixture is one
of the effective methods to inhibit the back reaction on Pt
surface as explained in (Fig. 10 and 11).142–145

Gold/TiO2: a recent benchmark

Electrochemical,146 photochemical48,147 and spectro-electro-
chemical148,149 experiments have shown that the gold nanoparticles

Fig. 9 High-resolution TEM images of (a) perpendicular (b) parallel; with
speculated metal–support interface. Reprinted with permission from
Elsevier.136

Fig. 10 Speculated reaction mechanisms over Pt–TiO2; (a) in pure water
(b) NaI aqueous solution. Reprinted with permission from Royal Society of
Chemistry.145

Fig. 11 Speculated reaction mechanism over Pt/TiO2; (a) in water and (b)
in carbonate salt aqueous solution. Reprinted with permission from Royal
Society of Chemistry.143
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readily accept electrons from a suitable donor or an electrode.
These electrons can be further used to reduce H+ to 1/2H2 when
photoexcited TiO2 is used as an electron donor. According to
some reports, complete photocatalytic decomposition of water is
possible using Au as compared to Pt where back reaction of H2

and O2 can be avoided on the former.150 Au/TiO2 nanocompo-
sites exhibit two operating mechanisms including UV or visible
light for water splitting depending upon the wavelength of
excitation.

UV light mechanism

In the UV irradiation the efficiency of charge separation is
improved by the transfer of electrons from TiO2 to Au nano-
particles due to the formation of Schottky barrier.45,151 Sreethawong
and co-workers compared the reactivity of Au, Pd and Cu loaded
anatase TiO2 for hydrogen production and found the reactivity
order as Au 4 Pd 4 Cu.35 However loading of gold nanoparticle
decreases the photocatalytic activity for the decomposition of the
organic compounds due to the reduction of the surface OH
groups.152 Morphology of the gold particles in Au/TiO2 photo-
catalysts has a direct effect on the photocatalytic activity. It has
been reported that spherical or hemispherical gold particles are
more active than rod shaped particles.150,153–155

Visible light mechanism

Gold surface plasmon excitation (SPR) is another mechanism
responsible for the visible light driven water splitting reaction
on the Au/TiO2 photocatalyst.81 This effect is characteristic of
relatively smaller Au nanoparticles in metallic Au(0) state.73,74

Gold nanoparticles (5–50 nm) absorb in the visible range from
500 to 600 nm due excitation of surface plasmons and may
inject hot electrons into the conduction band of TiO2.71,156

Electrons in the TiO2 conduction band and holes in gold
nanoparticles may have appropriate potential to produce
hydrogen and oxygen from water due to reduction and oxida-
tion reaction respectively. Larger gold nanoparticles possess
stronger plasmonic resonance which leads to more-intense
plasmonic near-fields and hence higher optical absorption
in the TiO2 for efficient photocatalysis. Gold nanoparticles
(50–70 nm) in the Janus nanostructures has been reported
photocatalytically more active due to their stronger plasmonic
near field effect.98 The position, intensity and shape of the
plasmonic band seen in the absorption spectra depend on
various factors including particle size and morphology, loading
amount, calcination temperature, dispersion, interparticle
distance, and the dielectric property of the surrounding
medium.68 Gold nanoparticle o2, 2–50 and 450 nm show very
nominal absorption band (almost flat), a strong absorption
band in the region 520–530 nm and a wide absorption band to
include the whole visible range respectively.157 Obviously the
mechanism of photochemical process indicated in Fig. 12 is an
oversimplification since it has been demonstrated that there is
a charge re-distribution between the gold nanoparticles and the
semiconductor which causes a shift of semiconductor Fermi
level toward more negative potentials.54,82

Au/TiO2 photonic crystals

Photonic crystals (PCs) are a periodically structured electro-
magnetic medium through which light cannot propagate
linearly.158 PCs can localize, trap, provide multiple paths and
magnifies light intensity at the plasmonic wavelength of the
metal particles and thus enhance the SPR of the metal nano-
crystals, ultimately leading to enhanced visible light hydrogen
production from photo-reforming at TiO2. The development of
appropriate techniques to create artificial photonic crystal
structures has received substantial attention because of their
outstanding optical properties. Here, colloidal self-assembly
technology,159,160 precision machining, nanolithography,161–163

and layer-by-layer method are the basic photonic crystal fabrica-
tion techniques.164

Gravity, capillary forces, or the electric and magnetic droved
deposition process are the main means of achieving the self-
assembly method of colloidal crystals, also known as the
bottom up method. Through this technique, photonic crystals
with a vast area of compact arrangement and uniform particle
size can be constructed.165,166 Regarding the precision machin-
ing method, sets of holes are drilled into solid slab or wafer
surfaces using chemical beam-assisted ion etching to produce
PCs.167 The photonic crystal with the photonic forbidden band
has a lattice constant up to millimeters in the microwave band,
as shown by the machining technique. When constructing PCs
using the layer-by-layer method, a 1D rod layer with a stacking
sequence that repeats every four layers is typical. The rods are
parallel and maintain a set pitch to one another in a repeating
unit. Additionally, between neighboring layers, the rods’ orien-
tation is 90 degrees rotated.168

Zhang and co-workers synthesized unique Au loaded highly
porous photonic crystals (PCs) layer of TiO2 by facile anodiza-
tion procedure in which plasmonic wavelength of Au matches
the photonic band gap of the TiO2 PCs (Fig. 13).169 Under visible
light illumination (4420 nm), the designed material produced a
photocurrent density of B150 mA cm�2, which is the highest
value ever reported in any plasmonic Au/TiO2 system under
visible light irradiation. This work contributes to the rational
design of the visible light responsive plasmonic photocatalytic
composite material based on wide band gap metal oxides.

Recently, Idriss and coworkers fabricated three dimension-
ally ordered macroporous, inverse opal TiO2 based Au/TiO2 and
Au–Pd/TiO2 photocatalyst having photonic band gapes (PBG)
centered at 357 nm coinciding with electronic band gape of
TiO2 and 580 nm coinciding with surface plasmon resonance of
gold.170 They noted that the Au/TiO2 with the PBG position

Fig. 12 Proposed photoreforming mechanism over Au/TiO2; (a) under UV
light irradiation (b) under visible light irradiation.
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close to its electronic band gap is 2 to 3 times more active. The
highest performance was found for the Au–Pd/TiO2 with PBG of
360 nm. High rate of hydrogen production was attributed to
suppressed e–h recombination due to the co-incidence of the
photonic band gape (357 nm) with the electronic band gape
(385 nm) of TiO2 (Fig. 14).

Pd/TiO2: a future benchmark

Palladium (Pd) is the cheapest and most commonly used metal
among the noble metals (Pt, Pd & Au) as co-catalyst with the
TiO2 photocatalyst,60,171,172 and the cost of Pd metal is approxi-
mately 20–25% of that of platinum (Pt) metal.173 Theoretically,
larger the difference between the metal’s work function and
that of TiO2, larger the height of the Schottky barrier formed at
the TiO2 surface. Hence, platinum (Pt) should be more effective
than palladium (Pd) or gold (Au) in accepting conduction
band electrons of TiO2, and therefore should exhibit high H2

production activity. Recently, palladium (Pd) is emerging as an

efficient metal cocatalyst compared to Au and Pt for proton
reduction site because the density of states in the vicinity of the
Fermi level is higher for Pd than for Pt and Au with the Fermi
level of Pd being B0.2 eV higher than the Fermi level of Pt
(�10.8 eV).174,175 Pd also has an optimum Schottky barrier
height and a much lower electron affinity and hence electron
trapping capability which may enable more facile electron
transfer from Pd for proton reduction.174 Additionally, high
surface area offered by the Pd due to the porous nature of
metallic Pd may also contribute to its high activity.176 Su and
co-workers probed the kinetics of the photogenerated electrons
on metal–semiconductor photocatalyst systems and found that
a fast proton reduction occurs on Pd/TiO2 as compared to
Au/TiO2.177 It was revealed that Pd shows a slow reverse transfer
process of electrons from metal to TiO2 (low krev) for the
trapped photogenerated electrons. Since Pd most likely pro-
vides an ohmic contact, whereas Au shows capacitive proper-
ties. It is likely that a combination of the above factors is
important to the superior performance of the Pd/TiO2 relative
to Pt/TiO2 or Au/TiO2 for hydrogen production through photo-
reforming of oxygenates. There are some others reports in
literature where Pd is used as cocatalyst over TiO2 for hydrogen
productions reactions.58,60,171,173

Alkaline earth metal oxide (AEMO), usually regarded as
structural promoters, can also promote the photo-catalytic
activity of TiO2 by raising its Fermi level.178,179 It was also
reported that the AEMO incorporated into M/TiO2 stabilizes the
size of metal nanoparticle by making an alkaline earth metal,
noble metal and Ti metal mixed oxide layer at metal–TiO2

interface. This layer acts as glue at metal–TiO2 interface thus
preventing sintering.180,181 Our group recently explored the role
of alkaline earth metal oxides in palladium supported TiO2

photocatalysts. It was observed that very high rates of hydrogen
production can be achieved by the introduction of AEMO
in metal supported TiO2 photocatalysts.51,182 Alkaline Earth
Metal Oxides (AEMOs) promoted electron transfer from the
TiO2 surface to palladium nanoparticles by raising Fermi level
of TiO2 (from EF to E�F) and the conduction band level (from ECB

to E�CB) due to more negative potential for SrO/TiO2 support as
compare to TiO2 alone (Fig. 15). It was found in XPS studies

Fig. 13 Schematic diagram of the Au/TiO2 nanotubes photonic crystal
(NTPC) fabrication procedure: (a) Ti foil, (b) anodization, (c) nano imprints
on the Ti foil after ultrasonication (d) second anodization, (e) Au nano-
crystals deposited on the TiO2 (NTPC) via photocatalytic reduction; (f) top
of view of (NTPC) layer for light trapping and enhancing SPR of the
Au nanocrystals. Reprinted with permission from American Chemical
Society.169

Fig. 14 (A) Hydrogen production from photoreforming of ethanol using
photocatalysts with two different PBG positions under UV light with flux
about 1–1.2 mW cm�2 and under direct sun light with UV flux of about
0.3–0.4 mW cm�2 (B) SEM images of the two PBG Au/TiO2 photo-
catalysts (C) Hydrogen production rates (C). Reprinted with permission
from Springer Nature.170

Fig. 15 Schematic illustration of electron transfer between Pd and
AEMO-TiO2. Reprinted with permission from American Chemical
Society.182
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that palladium nanoparticles were exclusively in metallic state
due to close proximity of highly electropositive AEMOs (SrO,
BaO) which is highly beneficial for palladium to act as proton
reduction sites. Yang and Co-workers also described such
promotion of electrons transfer from SrO/TiO2 surface to active
metal sites by the elevation of Fermi level for rapid CO oxida-
tion reaction.183

Non noble metal supported TiO2

Precious metals are expensive and rare, which makes their
future doubtful. Therefore, it makes sense to develop substi-
tutes that are free of precious metals. Ni and Cu as substitute
have been studies in this regard.184–186 Although all reported
hydrogen generation rates over these photocatalysts are still
low from an economic and practical point, however, they
are strong candidates to replace highly expensive Pt and Au
co-catalysts for solar H2 production. Some of the important
work related to role of these metals in photoreforming is
discussed.

Cu2O/TiO2

Cu2O is one of the few p-type direct band gap (2.0–2.2 eV)
semiconductors which are inexpensive, nontoxic and readily
available.35,187–195 The coupling of Cu2O with TiO2 not only
enhances the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 but also extends the
optical response from UV to visible range. Cu2O/TiO2 compo-
sites systems having appropriate energy levels with respect to
both oxidation and reduction of water are reported to produce
hydrogen under visible light irradiation.139,196–200 Cu2O as a
p-type semiconductor when combines with a n type semicon-
ductor (TiO2) makes a hetero-junction of type II-staggered in
Cu2O/TiO2 composites. When visible light is supplied to this
nanocomposite, electrons in the conduction band of p-type
semiconductor will be thermodynamically transferred to the
conduction band of n-type semiconductor and holes remain in
the valence band of p-type semiconductor. In the presence of
metal such as Au and under UV irradiation, both electron and
hole can transfer from TiO2 to Cu2O (Fig. 16).201,202

The migration of photogenerated charge carriers can also be
promoted by the inner electric field established at the hetero-
junction interfaces also known as space charge regions.203–206

Consequently, the recombination rates of photogenerated
charge carriers will be greatly suppressed which is resulting
into high photocatalytic activity.201,207 Sinatra and co-workers
observed 10 times greater rate of hydrogen production over 2%
Au–Cu2O/TiO2 than 2% Au–TiO2 from glycerol water mixtures
due to the synergetic effect of the Cu2O/TiO2 p–n junction and
noble metal nanoparticles.208 Cu2O/CdS nanostructures were
also reported to have superior photocatalytic hydrogen produc-
tion from water splitting due to type II hetero-junction formed
at the Cu2O/CdS interfaces.209

Zhang and co-workers studied that the deposition potential
during electrodeposition of Cu2O on TiO2 nanotubes array
(TNA) has direct effect on the morphology and visible light
hydrogen production activity of as prepared Cu2O/TiO2 nano-
tubes array photocatalysts.211 Cu2O electrodeposited at �0.8 V
had maximum exposed (111) facets and was found to have
better photocatalytic activity (42 times) for hydrogen produc-
tion from water–glycerol mixture. Among (110), (111), (200) and
(220) planes of cubic Cu2O, (111) facet is the most stable and is
proposed to hinder oxidation of Cu1+ to Cu2+. Xi and co-workers
demonstrated that Cu2O/TiO2 photocatalyst prepared by glu-
cose solvothermal method generated 16 times greater hydrogen
form ethanol–water mixture than P25 under visible light due to
the reduction of a part of Cu2O to Cu0 and the synergistic effect
of Cu2O and Cu (Fig. 17). The photogenerated electrons first
transferred to Cu and then to the conduction band of TiO2,
which enhanced the lifetime of photogenerated charge carriers.
As a result of this synergistic effect hydrogen evolution rate on
Cu2O/Cu/TiO2 was twice as on Cu2O/TiO2.212

Lalitha and co-workers reported the highest rate of hydrogen
production to date from 5% glycerol water system under solar
light irradiation over Cu2O/P25 photocatalyst. However, the
mechanism of charge dynamic was not clear in their study.213

Very recently our group deposited highly dispersed Cu–Cu2O
nanoparticles over TiO2 by using metal organic frameworks as
templating agents to prevent agglomeration of Cu ions as it
happens when metal salt is used. It was observed that Cu2O was
reduced to metallic Cu due to the rise of TiO2 conduction band
electrons Ef level under continues UV excitation, and under
visible light Cu2O established the p–n junction where only
electron transfer occurred from Cu2O to TiO2. In both cases
hydrogen production rate was very encouraging.214

Fig. 16 Energy band position of Cu2O and TiO2 aligned with redox
potential of water. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.210

Fig. 17 H2-Production mechanism form photoreforming of ethanol using
Cu2O/Cu/TiO2 under Xe-lamp irradiation. Reprinted with permission from
Elsevier.212,214
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CuO/TiO2

CuO deposited over TiO2 has been found to markedly enhance
hydrogen production activity as compared to pure TiO2,199,215–217

even sometimes more than noble metal based photocatalysts.218

A considerable negative shift in Fermi level of the CuO by the
transfer of electrons from TiO2 is responsible to gain the
necessary potential for hydrogen production on CuO. Decrease
in hydrogen production rates over Cu/TiO2 photocatalyst with
time is attributed to the adsorption of sacrificial reagents
oxidation products over photocatalyst active surface and due
to decrease of Cu contents due to drop of pH by the formation
of CO2. A decrease in Cu content from 9.1 to 8.1 mol% has been
observed due to Cu leaching at 5.6–4.6 drop in pH. Gombac and
co-workers prepared unique design of catalyst by covering the
CuOx with porous TiO2 using water-in-oil micro-emulsion
method for hydrogen production from organic species. The
superior activity of this system was due to the combined effect
of fine Cu/CuOx dispersion and possibility of some Cu incor-
poration into the TiO2 lattice. Stability tests under reducing
conditions in the presence of a sacrificial agent indicate that
copper leaching was marginal. Major issue confronted while
using Cu and Ni as cocatalyst is the formation of agglomerates
which enormously reduce the hydrogen production rates.
In this context, a remarkable breakthrough was brought by
Young and Co-workers who deposited the highly dispersed Cu
nanoparticles for the first time by complex precipitation
method.219 In this innovation Cu–glycerol complex was devel-
oped which was later precipitated by strong alkali. It has been
also validated later that bulk CuO has positive conduction band
potential than H+/H2 redox couple. However, smaller CuO
nanoparticles have different electronic band structure and
conduction band potential becomes negative compared to
H+/H2 redox couple due to quantum confinement effect.220–222

Idriss and co-workers explored above results further by
depositing the Cu nanoparticles over TiO2 by following the
method as described by the Young and Co-workers. They found
that the activity of CuO/TiO2 was found to depend on the
nominal CuO loading, with 1.25 wt% CuO being optimal (H2

production rate = 20.3 mmol g�1 h�1 in 80 : 20 EtOH : H2O).223

At this loading amount, a highly dispersed sub monolayer Cu(II)
species on TiO2 surfaces rather than supported CuO nano-
particles were proposed as the active site for hydrogen produc-
tion. The Fermi level for such adsorbed species is positive with
respect to the TiO2 conduction band but negative than H+/H2

redox couple. For CuO nanoparticles of size B3–4 nm, the band
gap is around 2.3–2.6 eV as compared to bulk CuO, Eg B
1.3–1.5 eV. As the CuO nanoparticle size increases, the conduc-
tion band of CuO becomes positive with respect to H+/H2 redox
couple, preventing direct transfer of electrons from CuO to H+

and H2 formation is suppressed accordingly. The inactivity of
bulk CuO for H2 production can be explained using the same
rationale (Fig. 18). These results have also been confirmed by
latest research by Jung and co-workers. At an optimum Cu
loading of 0.5 wt% the CuOx was present as relatively highly
dispersed fine nanoclusters. At Cu loadings beyond 0.5 wt% a

bimodal distribution of CuOx deposits appeared with the pre-
valence of larger Cu deposits increasing with increasing Cu
content.224 Our group recently described another method to
deposit highly dispersed Cu nanoparticles by using metal
organic frameworks (MOFs).225 A Cu based MOF was first
deposited over TiO2 then as prepared composite was calcined
at various temperatures to get highly dispersed Cu nano-
particles. In this study intermediate carbon was proved helpful
in reduction of Cu2+/Cu0 during calcination process.

The Cu(OH)2/TiO2 systems have recently shown some good
results for hydrogen production. Yu and co-workers fabricated
Cu(OH)2/TiO2 photocatalysts using the deposition precipitation
using NaOH and reported a hydrogen production rate of
3.4 mmol h�1 g�1 in a 0.09 M ethylene glycol solution under UV
irradiations.226 The potential of Cu(OH)2/Cu, (Cu(OH)2 + 2e =
Cu + 2-OH, E1 = �0.224 V) is slightly lower than conduction
band (�0.26 V) of anatase TiO2 and higher than the reduction
potential of H+ (2H+ + 2e = H2, E1 = 0.000 V), which favors the
electron transfer from the CB of TiO2 to Cu(OH)2 which causes
the reduction of Cu2+ to Cu0 nanoclusters (Fig. 19). These Cu0

clusters promote the transfer of photo-generated electrons
from the conduction band of TiO2 to reduce H+.184,185

In general, the systems where metal in loaded during TiO2

synthesis step from its precursors outperform the impregnated
systems that used either ethanol or glycerol as sacrifice mole-
cules, demonstrating better hydrogen production rates.227

Fig. 18 Band gap energies for TiO2, CuO and CuO/TiO2 photocatalysts
with respect to CuO loading. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.223

Fig. 19 Proposed mechanism of hydrogen production from ethylene
glycol over Cu(OH)2 loaded TiO2.
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By photodepositing Cu on the surface of TiO2 supports, active
and affordable nanocomposites can be created. TiO2 structural
characteristics have a significant impact on its activity, for
example, highly defective surface results in a very high disper-
sion of the metal and a higher activity for H2 production due to
an increase in the oxidation rate of the sacrificial agents. While
solar-like radiation causes a significant portion of the Cu to
be oxidized and prone to photocorrosion, UV light only causes
little leaching.228 After a few hours, the concentration of Cu
ions stabilizes, indicating that an equilibrium has been reached
between the leaching phenomenon and the Cu photodeposition
process. Surprisingly, there is little of a detrimental impact on
hydrogen generation.228 Cu2+ ions partially enter the TiO2 struc-
ture in CuOx/TiO2 nanocomposites made via copper photodepo-
sition, which causes oxygen vacancies to form and alter the band
gap while also creating traps for photogenerated holes and
electrons. Compared to liquid-phase procedures, gas-phase pro-
cesses provide higher H2 productivity and, in particular, higher
selectivity (approximately 92–93%) to acetaldehyde.229

Ni/TiO2

Recent studies have shown that nickel is a good choice for the
preparation of active TiO2-based catalysts for hydrogen produc-
tion compared to other transition metals. However, the mecha-
nism behind the enhancement of photocatalytic activity is
more complex. Different mechanisms have been proposed
depending on the type of nickel such as Ni, NiO or Ni(OH)2.
Yu and co-workers deposited Ni(OH)2 nanoclusters on TiO2 by a
simple precipitation method and observed a hydrogen produc-
tion rate of 3.0 mmol h�1 g�1 in 25 vol% aqueous methanol
under UV excitation.230 The hydrogen evolution was attributed
to the more positive redox potential of the Ni2+/Ni (E1 =�0.23 V)
pair compared to the conduction band of TiO2 (E1 = �0.26 V)
which served as active sites for the reduction of H+ to H2

(Fig. 20).231 In another study, it is postulated that Ni(OH)2 is
converted to NiO after prolonged irradiation in the oxidizing

environment of the reaction mixture.117 There is some contro-
versy in the literature about the valence and conduction band
energies of NiO.232 Values in the range of �0.3 to �1.0 eV are
reported for the conduction band and 2.4 to 4.3 eV for the
valence band (with respect to SHE).233 Thus, NiO cannot
capture photogenerated electrons from the conduction band
of TiO2 because the conduction band of NiO is more negative
than that of TiO2. However, theoretical calculations show
that H:H recombination on NiO(100) is exothermic, with an
activation barrier of only 40 kJ mol�1.234 The high hydrogen
production rates observed on NiO/TiO2-containing catalysts can
be explained by the ability of NiO to act as a site for recombina-
tion of adsorbed atomic hydrogen after H+ has accepted an
electron directly from the conduction band of TiO2.117

Fujita and co-workers reported that the loading of p-type
NiO over n-type TiO2 conductors produces a p–n hetero-
junction, which generates an internal electric field at the NiO/
TiO2 interface.235 It was proposed that this field accelerates
electron transfer for proton reduction at the NiO, thus strongly
suppressing the recombination of photogenerated electrons
and holes. With reference to some studies it was found
that highly dispersed and exclusively metallic Ni particles are
excellent hydrogen production sites.231 Recently, the hydrogen
production activity of a series of Ni/TiO2 photocatalysts in
ethanol–water mixtures was investigated.236 It was found that
the photocatalytic activity of Ni/TiO2 photocatalysts strongly
depends on the Ni zero oxidation state and loading, with a
loading of 0.5 wt% is optimal, giving a hydrogen production
rate of 24.3 mmol h�1 g�1 in 95 vol% aqueous ethanol under a
UV flux equivalent to sunlight (about 4–5 mW cm�2). This high
activity of the Ni/TiO2 photocatalyst was attributed to the Fermi
level of Ni0, which is positive with respect to the conduction
band of TiO2 and negative with respect to the H2O/H2 redox
couple. The high work function of nickel is also advantageous
in preventing the back migration of electrons, since an excel-
lent Schottky junction formed at this interface. In the same
work, 0.63 wt% NiO/TiO2 was tested. A long induction period
observed before a constant hydrogen production rate was
reached, which was about a quarter of that of Ni/TiO2. This
induction period was explained by the in situ reduction of part
of the NiO to Ni0 by the hydrogen produced in the initial phase
of the reaction. The Fermi level of Ni0 is below that of the
conduction band of TiO2 anatase.

Bimetallic TiO2

Bimetallic heterogeneous catalysts are widely employed in
many fields of catalysis, due to high performances; increased
activity and selectivity to desired products, extended lifetime
arising from the cooperative interactions between the two
metals.237–247 Heterojunction is formed when two different
materials with varied work functions (or electron affinity) are
in electrical contact with each other. The surface energy of the
metal and combined metals, dissociation energy, standard
reduction potential, bond enthalpies, miscibility, metal–metal
and metal–TiO2 lattice interactions, and reduction kinetics of the
metals results in the various configurations:243 (1) distribution of

Fig. 20 Schematic illustration of important electron transfer processes in
the Ni/TiO2 system leading to H2 production. Reprinted with permission
from Elsevier.231
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both the metals over the TiO2 surface; (2) core–shell structure of
the metals decorated over the TiO2 (and vice versa) and (3) alloy-
like structure dispersed over the TiO2. The type (3) enables the
effective interaction of both the metals with one another as well as
with TiO2. Type (2) provides suitable platform for metal–metal
interactions and that the metallic core may not have substantial
interactions with titania. The induced internal electric field at the
interface between the metal–metal and metal–titania redistributes
the charge density and charge carriers drift directionally along the
electric field force.243 However, direction of electron transfer
between the interface metal atoms is difficult to determine owing
to the different bonding environments, and bonding situation at
the interface is very complex because of shorter interfacial spacing
and multiple layers of atoms.243

It is well known that the work function of a given metal
decreases by alloying with other metal with a lower work
function. This suggests that alloying of other metal with Pt
would decrease the work function of Pt nanoparticles, Pt is
having highest work function among noble metals. This may
raise Fermi level potential of metal and promote efficient
electron transfer from TiO2 to metal nanoparticles. The bi-
metallic deposited TiO2 may exhibits some unique character-
istics properties which are different than that of mono metallic
due to the synergistic effect between the monometallic counter-
parts. For example, when the Pt–Cu co-modified TiO2 is used as
a photocatalyst, nitrate can be selectively reduced to N2 under
irradiation. In contrast, nitrate is mainly converted to ammonia
or nitrite over the Pt modified TiO2 or the Cu modified TiO2,
respectively.248 Similarly, highly selective ammonia synthesis
from nitrate can be observed in the presence of the Pd–Cu co-
modified TiO2 while only as small amount of NO3

� is converted
to ammonia in the presence of the Pd-modified TiO2.249 The
use of bimetallic catalysts for hydrogen production through
photo-reforming has started very recently. Only a few bimetallic
systems, namely Au/Pd core–shell nanoparticles,177,250 Au/Pt
Nano-alloys251–253 immobilized on TiO2 and polymer protected
Pt/Ru bimetallic clusters254 have been investigated for H2

production. The structure of bimetallic nanoparticles can range
from core–shell (cherry) structures to bimetallic hetero-
structures, (nano) alloys, intermetallic etc., as shown in Fig. 21.

Au–Pt nano-alloys/TiO2. Bimetallic Au–Pt systems are widely
employed as traditional heterogeneous catalysts and show
evidence of electronic transfers from Au to Pt.257 Santo and
co-workers studied the effect of Au–Pt bimetallic nanoparticles
loaded on TiO2 and the structural modification of the support
(TiO2) in the photo-reforming of ethanol and glycerol.251,252

Bimetallic 0.5 wt% Au–0.5 wt% Pt/TiO2 catalyst showed
good hydrogen production rate both under simulated visible
light and UV-A light from ethanol–water mixtures. The higher
activity of Au–Pt/TiO2 catalyst was ascribed to the positive
synergistic interaction between the Au and Pt. These interac-
tions can induce a decrease in the metal–hydrogen bond
strength (i.e. easier desorption of H2 from the metal surface),
and improve the electron trapping ability of the nanoparticles.
However, these studies were carried out at higher noble metal
loading (1 wt%) and for only one Au–Pt ratio (1 : 1). Later on
Pedro and co-workers provided further information to establish
the optimal metal amount and proportion between Pt and
Au.253 In their work the photocatalytic photo-reforming of
Au–Pt Nano-alloys, deposited on P25 TiO2 was compared under
UV, visible and simulated solar light irradiation, both in the
presence and absence of methanol as a sacrificial electron
donor. When UV light was used for excitation, photons were
mainly absorbed by TiO2 and then the presence of a large
percentage of Pt in the Nano-alloy was beneficial because it
accelerates hydrogen evolution through fast proton reduction.
In contrast, when using exclusively visible light, photons ware
absorbed by Au nanoparticles and in this case, the presence of
Pt was detrimental when hydrogen evolution is not the con-
trolling step. Under simulated sunlight the situation was
balanced between visible light absorption and faster hydrogen
evolution by the presence of optimal Au and Pt content in the
Nano-alloy. Optimum loading of both the metals was 0.25 wt%
in each case, with most active photo-catalysts containing,
70–100% Pt in UV, 80–100% Au in visible and 78%Au–22%Pt
in the simulated solar irradiations.

Au–Pd/TiO2. Au–Pd (3/1) Nano-alloy deposited over TiO2 was
recently studied for the hydrogen production from photo-
reforming of formic acid. Higher hydrogen yield in this
reaction was attributed to good electron sink effect by Au–Pd
Nano-alloy and surface Plasmon mechanism by higher amount
of gold.258 Idriss and co-workers studied hydrogen production
over Au–Pd (1/3) alloy/TiO2 system through photo-reforming of
ethanol, an higher activity of catalyst was again attributed to
the surface Plasmon effect shown by lager gold particles and
efficient electron trapping of smaller Pd nanoparticles.259

Masahashi and co-workers reported H2 evolution from the
photo-reforming of ethanol aqueous solution using core–shell
Au/Pd (different molar ratio: 0/1, 1/3, 1/1, 3/1, 1/0) bimetallic
nanoparticles immobilized on TiO2 support by sonochemical
method.250 The improved photocatalytic activity was attributed
to inhomogeneous distribution of electrons due to selective H2

permeability by the Pd–shell which might contribute to the
selective donation of photogenerated electrons to protons and
localization of electrons in the Au–core. Previously, a blue shift
in the Au Plasmon absorption peak was observed in the spectra
of the aqueous dispersion containing Aucore/Pdshell bimetallic
nanoparticles, indicating that the electron density in the
Au–core had increased and the Pd–shell possessed a relative
positive charge.260 However, Masahashi and co-workers neither
considered the electronic properties of nanoparticles elemental
configurations, which would be important for understanding

Fig. 21 A pictorial representation of bimetallic nanoparticles structures.
Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons.255,256
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the ability to trap photoexcited electrons and effects on photo-
catalytic performance, nor the natural alignment of electron
levels in nanoparticles with the band structure of a semi-
conducting substrate, which would provide insight into the
favorability of the transfer of photoexcited electrons from the
substrate to the nanoparticles. Su and co-workers optimized the
electronic properties of Au and Pd cocatalyst in bimetallic
nanoparticles to enhance the photo-reforming of many poly-
oxygenated compounds.177 They showed that that fine tuning
the Au–Pd nanoparticle structure over TiO2 modified the elec-
tronic properties of the cocatalyst significantly. Density func-
tional theory (DFT) was applied to gain insight into how the
morphology and the elemental distribution of the nano-
particles alter the electronic properties. The extracted density
of states (DOS) for icosahedral Au and icosahedral Pd clusters
(Fig. 22a and b) reveal that many more unoccupied states lay
just above TiO2 Fermi level ((EF)) in the case of the icosahedral

Pd cluster, which would be favorable for the trapping of
electrons and performing redox reactions. The natural align-
ment of the nanoparticles DOS with the conduction band for
TiO2 shows that photoexcited electrons would energetically
transfer to the metallic nanoparticles, as the EF of the nano-
particles lies below the conduction band minimum (CBM)
of TiO2.261 Moreover, for the bimetallic core–shell structures,
the number of unoccupied surface states just above the EF

increases with surface Pd concentration.261

Cu–Ni/TiO2. The previous results confirmed that Cu is a
promising alternative to Pt in this photocatalytic system.262,263

Considering that Ni is also an efficient co-catalyst in some
photocatalysts,264,265 it can be inferred that the bimetallic
Cu–Ni co-catalyst could have high reactivity in the TiO2-based
photocatalytic system due to a synergistic effect. It is still
unclear whether the TiO2 nanoparticles co-modified with Cu
and Ni are an efficient photocatalytic system or not. Tian and
co-workers synthesized Ni–Cu co-modified TiO2 by a simple
hydrothermal method for hydrogen production from a
methanol–water system.266 The formation of Cu–Ni alloy was
confirmed by HRTEM and XPS analyzes, along with the for-
mation of a layer of Ni(OH)2 covering the Cu–Ni alloy. Upon
irradiation with UV light, Ni(OH)2 was further reduced to Ni(0)
as the Cu–Ni alloy transfers an electron to Ni(OH)2, forming
Cu–Ni@Ni, which can serve as a better cathodic site for electron
transfer.

The work functions of Cu and Ni are 4.94 eV268 and 5.15 eV,269

respectively, and the work function of bimetallic Cu–Ni is at the
level between Cu and Ni. As a result, a more appropriate height
of Schottky barrier was obtained between TiO2 and Cu/Ni alloy
than between TiO2 and the single metal. Recently, our group has
prepared bimetallic Cu/Ni hydroxide-supported TiO2 photo-
catalysts for hydrogen production from alcohol–water mixtures.
The mechanism of hydrogen production via Cu/Ni hydroxide
supported TiO2 has been discussed in detail. It was proved that
Cu(OH)2 is reduced to metallic Cu by the conduction band
electrons of TiO2 due to a suitable redox potential, but Ni(OH)2

cannot be directly reduced by the conduction band electrons of
TiO2. Thus, when the pH of the reaction mixture falls to 4 after
one hour of photoreaction, the Ni(OH)2 dissolves as free Ni2+

ions, which can now be thermodynamically reduced by the
conduction band electrons of TiO2 to metallic Ni and deposited
as a separate proton reduction site or via electron-rich Cu to
form a Cu/Ni alloy (Fig. 23).267 The stability of these systems is a
crucial issue that requires adequate understanding. Long-term
performance needs to be assessed even though no one has
reported any stability issues. Since strongly reducing conditions
preserve the metal in its metallic state and keep it stable under
photoreaction conditions, it is commonly accepted that non-
Nobel metals are stable systems.226,227,264,265,267

Metal loading methods

Metal loaded photocatalysts are usually prepared using photo-
deposition,139,270 impregnation,13,271,272 photoreduction and

Fig. 22 (a–d) Electronic density of states (DOS) profiles of 147-atom
icosahedral clusters of Au, Pd, AusPdc, and PdsAuc, respectively. The total
valence DOS (gray) is complemented by the contributions of the d-orbitals
in both the core (red) and outer shell (blue) region. EF of the metal clusters,
conduction band minima (CBM), and valence band maxima (VBM) of TiO2

are indicated by black and red dashed lines, respectively.261 27B (a–d)
Charge localization from the view of the (100) surface of 147-atom
icosahedral clusters of Au, Pd, AusPdc, and PdsAuc, respectively. The blue
and red colors represent atoms with electron accumulation and depletion,
respectively. Reprinted with permission from American Chemical Society.177
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chemical reduction with H2 or NaBH4.139,270,273 Photodeposi-
tion method is most widely used to load due to its easy
handleability, high-efficiency and repeatability and in most
cases this method yields more active photocatalyst.274,275 This
is in line with the rational that metal is preferentially deposited
on semiconductor sites with high electron density under photo-
reaction conditions. On the other hand the impregnation
method includes impregnation of TiO2 with the Pt precursor
solution, drying, and finally reduction at ca. 500 1C.135,276

Although this method is simple, easily manipulated and all of
the metal in the solution is used but results in lower activity
due to greater particle size.277 Other methods including sono-
chemical reduction method by prolonged sonication,278 plasma-
enhanced impregnation method to improve the dispersion of Pt,
modified conventional impregnation method by utilizing glow
discharge plasma,136 have also been employed.

Photocatalysis by supported single
metal atom

As was previously discussed, cocatalysts, particularly noble
metal particles, are important to be deposited onto semi-
conductors in order to improve charge separation and modify
the kinetics of surface reactions.8,279 However, the low exposed
number of metal atoms and the weak interaction between the

metal and support significantly restrict the catalytic activity of
particle-based cocatalyst systems. Since only the atoms on the
surface of metal particles are involved in catalytic processes,11

reducing the size of metal particles to a single atom is an
efficient way to get around this problem.280–282 Furthermore,
since metal atoms act as the catalytic centres, improving the
loading density of individual metal atoms will improve catalytic
performance even further (Fig. 24). In addition, single atom
photocatalysis offers the following intriguing advantages over
its bulk, nanoparticle, and nanocluster equivalents: (i) Due to
their unique electronic structures and unsaturated coordina-
tion centers, they exhibit high activity and selectivity;283,284

(ii) a significant decrease in the use for catalytic metals;285,286

(iii) simple to understand reaction mechanisms due to single-
atom reactive sites;287,288 and (iv) an excellent platform to
understand the structure–performance correlation based on
their atomic-level structures.289,290

The creation of an effective approach to stabilize the loading
of high density metal atoms on the support photocatalyst is the
key. The stability of single-atom photocatalysts depends on
interactions between the metal and the support. In these
interactions, the metal atoms are often stabilized by nearby
surface atoms or ligands on the support, preventing their
diffusion and aggregation.291 Strengthening the impact of the
metal–support interaction on single-atom photocatalysts is a
common approach for designing and producing single-atom-
based photocatalysts.292 This is typically accomplished through
the modification of the supporting materials, such as anchor-
ing surface sites (defects and vacancies), heteroatom doping,
coordinating with organic bridging ligands, and anchoring on
metal–organic frameworks.291

Therefore, before using the support in photocatalytic
reactions, it is important to choose and modify it. There has
only been few studies where Single atom supported semicon-
ductors have shown improved performance for H2 production

Fig. 23 Schematic illustration for hydrogen production, charge transfer,
separation and chemical conversions in Ni(OH)2 and Cu(OH)2 nano-
clusters modified TiO2 system under photoreaction conditions. Reprinted
with permission from John Wiley and Sons.267

Fig. 24 The highly stable single-atom co-catalyst (Pt) embedded in the
sub-nanoporosity of 2D g-C3N4 leading to significantly enhanced photo-
catalytic H2 evolution activity. Reprinted with permission from John Wiley
and Sons.286
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from photoreforming of organics. Given its potential and
advantages over conventional metal-supported photocatalysts,
we anticipate that this system will have a high potential for
photoreforming applications because of its inherent advan-
tages as discussed above. It may also contribute to an increase
in activities to the point where they are sufficient to support
industrial scale applications.

Role of surface face

It is well known that anatase (001) facet is more active than
(101) and (100) facet because of its higher surface energy and is
more reactive for dissociation of water molecules.293–301 Surface
hole stability trends in rutile and anatase are (100) o (110) o
(011) o (001) and (011) o (100) o (001) respectively.293–301

Surface hole trapping levels of TiO2 with the exception of (100)
rutile are well above the valence band edge (3.0 V [NHE]) and
thus stabilized (less reactive). For instance a hole stabilization
on anatase (001) of 1.3 eV reduces the oxidative power to
ca. 1.7 V [NHE]. But at the same time this hole stability with
respect to the bulk value is a large driving force for hole
transport to the surface and enhances the equilibrium surface
hole density by 1020 at room temperature.302 The hole diffu-
sivity of anatase TiO2 at room temperature is known to be about
4� 10�5 m2 s�1.303 Based on these results, it is believed that the
fast hole decay process mostly reflects the trapping of holes that
are excited near the surface. While the slow decay process
corresponds to trapping and/or recombination processes of
the holes that are excited inside the particle. Yu and co-workers
performed Pt loading on fluorinated anatase nanosheets with
75% exposed (001) facets by photochemical reduction deposition
method. Surface fluorination was useful to stabilize the high
energy (001) facets. A very good rate of hydrogen production was
observed by the synergistic effect of surface fluorination, exposed
(001) facets and Pt loading.304 The experimental results and
density functional theory calculations reveal that holes and elec-
trons tend to reach and react at the same surface sites, i.e., crystal
edge/corner, owing to the exposed (001) and (101) facets of
TiO2.305 These findings offer insights into the nature of photo-
catalytic active sites and imply an activity-based strategy for
rationally engineering catalysts for improved photocatalysis,
which could be also applied for other catalytic materials.

Dye sensitized TiO2

Another method to boost activity in the visible range is to
sensitize metal-supported TiO2 using dyes.306 The most impor-
tant criteria when choosing a dye is to make sure that it will not
be photooxidized by TiO2.11 The various steps for producing
H2 on such systems are depicted in Fig. 25. In the H2 photo-
catalytic production, a number of rationally designed donor–
acceptor dyes can be utilized as sensitizers. The reaction process,
the way dye interacts with organic materials, and the structural
and electrochemical characteristics of the sensitizers all affect
the rate of H2 generation. The photocatalytic process may be

hampered by charge recombination between injected electrons
in TiO2 and the oxidized dye if dye regeneration is slower, based
on the molecular structure and electronic characteristics of the
dyes.307,308

Therefore, an increase in electron density on TiO2 can aid
increase hydrogen generation rates by boosting light harvesting
efficiency in conjunction with a greater driving force for elec-
tron injection. Accordingly, in order to provide the best results,
the molecular design of sensitizers should be carefully adjusted
based on the specific organic (and set of conditions) employed
in the experiments. A breakthrough in dye-sensitized photo-
catalytic H2 production sustainability may result from precisely
calibrated sensitizers, broadening the spectrum to a variety
of organics and perhaps biomass-derived feedstocks.307,308

Dibranched donor–(p–acceptor)2 dyes have been investigated
as photosensitizers in the photocatalytic production of H2 in
conjunction with a Pt/TiO2 catalyst. Phenothiazine, cyano-
acrylic acid and mono-/poly-cyclic fused thiophene p derivatives
serve as donor core, acceptor/anchoring group and light har-
vesters, respectively. The dyes optical and electrochemical
characteristics can be improved by carefully designing thio-
phene-based spacers. These thiophene-based sensitizers show
increased stability after longer irradiation times and improved
performances in terms of H2 production rates and light-to-fuel
efficiencies.309,310

Au/TiO2 superstructures

One of the most difficult missions is to find suitable materials
as photocatalysts that can not only harvest the full spectrum of
solar light, from ultraviolet to near-infrared (NIR) region, but
also achieve high and efficient solar-to-hydrogen conversion.
Catalysts and effective optoelectronic devices have been devel-
oped using metal–semiconductor nanocomposites. These per-
formance of such nanocomposites is greatly impacted by the
electrical and morphological properties of the metals and
semiconductors they are made of. Novel nanocomposites con-
taining plate-like anatase TiO2 mesocrystal superstructures and
noble metal (Au, Pt) nanoparticles preferentially photodeposited
on the edge of TiO2 mesocrystals have been prepared. The
findings showed that the majority of photogenerated electrons
could move from the dominant surface to the edge of the TiO2

Fig. 25 Schematic illustration for hydrogen production, on dye sensitized
Pt/TiO2 system under photoreaction conditions. Reproduced with
permission from John Wiley and Sons.306
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mesocrystal, with reduction reactions primarily taking place at
{101} facets (Fig. 26). This allowed for a significant (more than one
order of magnitude) increase in the photocatalytic reaction rate in
organic degradation reactions. The charge recombination of these
electrons with the holes in the Au NPs is greatly inhibited by
this anisotropic electron flow, increasing the visible-light photo-
catalytic activity. Compared to conventional TiO2 nanocrystal
samples, these exceptional characteristics considerably minimize
the amount of Au or Pt loading on the TiO2 mesocrystal while
maintaining the same photocatalytic activity.311,312

Au nanosphere, mono-encapsulated in TiO2 hollow nano-
sphere, and three-dimensionally assembled array of these
Au–TiO2 show multiscattering effect and exhibit a significantly
higher photocatalytic activity of H2 generation than Au–TiO2

(3.5 folds under visible light irradiation and 1.4 folds under
solar light irradiation). The longer light path length caused
by multiscattering between Au–TiO2 and reflection inside the
TiO2 shell accounts for the 3D-increased array’s activity. As a
result, the nanosphere has a greater chance to absorb light, and
more hot electrons are anticipated to be produced by the
electron transfer from the Au nanosphere to the TiO2 shell,
increasing the formation of H2.313 A wide solar response
photocatalyst was developed employing Au/La2Ti2O7 sensitized
with black phosphorus, and optimum H2 generation rates of
around 0.74 and 0.30 mmol g�1 h�1 at wavelengths longer than
420 nm and 780 nm, respectively, have been reported. The
increased photocatalytic activity in the visible and NIR light
ranges is a result of the extensive absorption by black phos-
phorus and plasmonic Au. It was proposed that the strong
photoactivities found were caused by the effective interfacial
electron transport from excited black phosphorus and Au to
La2Ti2O7.314 The above-mentioned outcomes offer us a new
viewpoint on building structures that effectively utilize light
and considerably enhance photocatalytic activities due to their

unique structure as compared to conventional photocatalytic
materials.

Catalyst benchmarking

Although the focus of this review is on the qualitative effects of
different factors on photoreforming, it is crucial to talk about
how important it is to describe the results in photocatalysis
with clarity. A catalyst’s activity is often measured in terms of
the amount of reaction happened over a certain period of time
per unit of catalyst material (weight, surface area, or volume),
turnover frequency (TOF), apparent quantum yield (AQY), and
solar to hydrogen (STH) efficiency. Due to its specificity to pure
water splitting, STH is perhaps the most crucial metric yet
is frequently reported inaccurately for reactions including
sacrificial agents.

Reporting rates of product generated by the total mass of
catalyst is a typical practice in trying to define the benefits of
photocatalysts. An analysis of the catalyst activity may be
erroneous as a result of this prevalent practice of reporting
activity. By measuring the rate over the catalyst’s surface area,
it is possible to demonstrate that the enhancement of activity
seen in reporting reaction rate per unit mass, particularly for
multicomponent catalysts, may in fact be due to simple geo-
metric factors. When normalized by mass, it was discovered in
a research of Au/TiO2 photocatalysts for H2 evolution that the
micro- and nanostructured catalysts showed a substantial
variation in activity.315 We recommend authors to include both
data reporting processes. Although this does not completely
eliminate all the variables that could affect the actual catalysis
(since not all of the surface is guaranteed to be illuminated, the
surface area should also be combined with a complete mor-
phological analysis of the material porosity), we think it would
be a more reliable way to report activity. Surface area normal-
ization, on the other hand, has a more academic sense.

In fact, part of the potentially active surface during photo-
catalytic tests is not illuminated due to shading (scattering and
reflection), not participating in the catalysis. Therefore, the
efficiency must be somehow connected to the percentage of
light that the catalyst actually uses. Due to this, the term
apparent quantum yield (AQY), which describes the quantity
of incident photons of a specific wavelength per unit of time
and volume that enter the photoreactor, has been developed.316

Recently, models that can better accommodate more complex
photocatalytic materials, including heterojunctions, were pre-
sented. These models allow the QY (or AQY) to be derived from
reaction rates under simulated solar or polychromatic light.317

If monochromatic light is utilized for the AQY evaluation, the
wavelength selection must be as compatible as possible with
the optical characteristics of the photocatalyst.318 Reporting the
AQY determined with a single monochromatic light source may
be deceptive if the catalyst can absorb light of various wave-
lengths. Last but not least, the as-calculated quantum yield
should include all experimental information in addition to the
wavelength used, such as the reactor’s shape and the precise

Fig. 26 Diagrammatic representation of (a) electron transfer from noble
metal (Au, Pt) nanoparticles to TiO2 upon UV light exposure. (b) The
transfer of electrons on Au or Pt/meso-TiO2. Meso-TiO2 is constituted
of an orderly alignment of anatase TiO2 nanocrystals, as shown in the SEM
picture in panel b. Meso-TiO2 typically has dimensions of 2–5 um and a
thickness of 50–300 nm. (c) SEM pictures of the Meso-TiO2 basal (left) and
lateral (right) surfaces. Reprinted with permission from American Chemical
Society.311
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length of the catalytic experiments on which the number of
moles of product and the number of photons were counted; the
latter is important because the rate of product formation might
not be constant over time.

In recent publications, comparison tables featuring cutting-
edge catalysts are showing up more frequently. If you choose
them carefully, rationally, and fairly, they will be more bene-
ficial. These tables should compare as many performance
parameters as possible, not just one. The stability and selectivity
of the catalyst, two equally significant parameters of comparison,
cannot be fully understood by reporting merely a comparison of
quantum yields. Since the period of the experiment is chosen
arbitrarily for the purpose of calculating the yield, it is easy for the
authors to influence it for their own convenience and lose
impartiality, especially when the rates of product production are
not constant. Additionally, a catalyst with a higher QY or AQY may
only be artificially superior because it does not exclude the
possibility that other unobserved mechanisms contributed to
the developed product (parallel experiments in the dark under
same conditions of temperature, catalyst loading, etc. must be
invariably carried out).319

Conclusions and future work

There is debate on whether the metals act as electron sink and
H recombination center or recombination center alone.117,315

Regardless it is important to prepare extremely small metal
particles (high dispersion) to increase the photo-reforming rate
per gram of catalyst. Strategies to produce metal single-atom
catalysts in the heterogeneous catalysis field can be adopted
and utilized. In general, the rate of H2 production increases
with an increase in metal loading. The maximum amount
of H2 production is observed in metal% loading between
1.5–3 wt%.11,279,315 Beyond this loading, a decrease is observed.
This decrease is often ascribed to the metal shadowing effect.
Keeping this in mind, a catalyst with metal nanoparticles
containing only a few atoms and uniformly distributed on the
surface seems the way to go. However, it is very difficult to
prepare the high dispersed metal catalysts. There are few
studies in which appropriate metal particle sizes were carried.
Puskelova and co-workers synthesized highly porous TiO2–Pt
aerogel composites by mixing sol–gel synthesized TiO2 with
Pt colloidal suspension followed by supercritical drying and
subsequently annealing at 500 1C. Metal particle size was tuned
by adding tri-sodium citrate. The hydrogen production rate was
enhanced due to more reactive Pt sites of smaller tunable
particles and higher support surface area.320 Recently Naldoni
and co-workers demonstrated that adsorption of metal parti-
cles followed by the reduction with NaBH4 was a superior
method than others to develop intimate contact and a very fine
degree of dispersion.129 Li and co-workers prepared visible light
active photocatalyst by mixing Pt/TiO2 with luminescence
material Er3+:Y3Al5O12 which can absorb visible and infrared
light in solar spectrum and emit ultraviolet light to fulfill the
requirements of TiO2 for water reduction. This technique may

provide an effective way of harvesting solar energy for large
scale hydrogen production in future.321–324 Further work must
be conducted on improvements in the efficient and affordable
preparation of single atom supported semiconductors. For
instance, it can offer the much more catalytic sites possible
while also limiting the shadowing effect among other advanta-
geous qualities as previously discussed.

Among all the catalysts studied for photoreforming so far,
TiO2 offers more advantages in terms of industrial applications
than any other catalyst. However, TiO2 can absorb only less
than 5% of sunlight because of its wide band-gap. Various
strategies, the most prominent of which is TiO2 doping have
long been researched as almost all the dopant help to increase
visible light absorption. However, there is not much promise
in this strategy because dopants are detrimental to photo-
reforming rates as they create defects that act as recombination
centers. Li and co-workers prepared visible light active photo-
catalyst by mixing Pt/TiO2 with luminescence material Er3+:
Y3Al5O12 which can absorb visible and infrared light in the solar
spectrum and emit ultraviolet light to fulfil the requirements of
TiO2 for water reduction. This technique may provide an
effective way of harvesting solar energy for large-scale hydrogen
production in the future.185,321–323 Since black TiO2 not only
absorbs photons across a wide spectral range (UV to IR region),
but also modifies the structural and morphological features,
along with the electronic properties of the material, signifi-
cantly improving the catalytic performance, the associated
drawbacks of white TiO2 and its modified forms were
addressed to a large extent after its discovery.325 The synthesis
procedures required, though, are laborious and challenging.
With increased knowledge of its electronic structure and
stability under reaction conditions, additional research with
the goal of producing black TiO2 under milder, less energy-
intensive conditions may help further improve its activity.326

It appears that H2 production using TiO2 based catalyst has
reached its plateau and there is only a marginal increase in
rates. Further work needs to be focused more on fundamental
understanding using state-of-the-art facilities that bring pro-
gressive improvement in capabilities. Electron–hole recombi-
nation is a critical problem that has, so far, limited the
efficiency of the most promising photocatalytic materials. Apart
from metal, the electron–hole recombination can be reduced by
carefully designing the geometrical structure of semiconductor
particles to allow anisotropic migration of electrons and holes.
For, example, H2 production from alcohols in uniform, one-
dimensional brookite TiO2 nanorods is highly enhanced by
engineering their length. The hole and electron diffusion lengths
in TiO2 are about 10 nm and several micrometers, respectively.327

The holes are effectively confined to the width of the nanorods,
whereas electrons are free to move over the whole length, due to
their 1D nature.328 For these reasons, the high H2 production rate
of the long rods with the delocalization of electrons along their
1D structure, favors electron�hole separation and carrier extrac-
tion by protons and the alcohol.329 Chong and co-workers
recently reported hydrogen production by Cu doped TiO2

films with preferred (001) orientation by the RF magnetron
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sputtering method.330 They concluded that Cu dopant not only
induced the slight transformation of anatase to rutile phase but
was also useful to synthesize TiO2 films with preferred high
energy (001) facets.331 Water molecules can easily dissociate on
the (001) facet which will enhance the transfer of photogener-
ated charge carriers from films to water molecules.332–334 Cu(I)
species can effectively prevent the recombination of charge
carriers by trapping the photogenerated electrons. Further
investigations in this direction are needed, that may be help
to enhance overall photcatalytic activity in synergy with loaded
metals.

Even after decades of research on TiO2, water oxidation
reaction kinetics has not been improved. There is a need to
understand why the kinetics of water oxidation is slow although
this reaction is thermodynamically more favorable as compared
to its reduction. Studies focused on water oxidation reaction
understanding may provide answers. Recently Idriss and
co-workers studied the water oxidation reaction using cerium(IV)
cations as sacrificial agents using Ir/TiO2 catalyst.335 More similar
works are needed to understand the kinetics and thus enhance
the reaction rates. Further investigation of photonic crystals can
help enhance the H2 production from photo-reforming. At the
moment the work is at its initial stages and suffers from low
activities mainly due to the impurities added into the structure
during the preparation of photonic crystals. Further TiO2 photo-
nic crystals have defect states that need to be eliminated with-
out destroying photonic crystals structure. These impurities
decrease the activity considerably by providing e–h recombination
centers.169,170
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